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Part-I 

Q1  Only Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10) (2 x 10) 
 a) State the difference between object-oriented programming and procedure-oriented 

programming. 
 

 b) Determine the result of the following program when we try to compile and execute. 
Justify your answer. 
#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
main() {  
   const int a = 5; 
   a++;  
   cout<<a;  
} 

 

 c) Determine the output when we execute the below program. Justify your answer. 
#include<iostream> 
using namespace std; 
void f() { 
 static int i = 3; 
 cout<<i; 
 if(--i) f(); 
} 
main() { 
 f(); 
} 

 

 d) State the use of insertion and extraction operators in C++.  
 e) State the difference between new operator and malloc() function.  
 f) When do we declare the member of a class as static?  
 g) State the difference between macro and inline function.  
 h) What is the role of a copy constructor in a class definition?  
 i) Write the role of a destructor in a class definition.  
 j) Why are exceptions used in programming languages?  
    
  Part-II  

Q2  Only Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) Can we define a class without any constructor? Justify your answer with suitable 

example. 
 

 b) Illustrate operator overloading in C++. Write a suitable program that uses overloaded 
addition operator to add two complex numbers. 

 

 c) Explain with suitable example how the constructors are called when a derived class 
object is created. 

 

 d) Explain the use of abstract classes in C++ with suitable example.  
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 e) Illustrate the exception handling mechanism in C++.  
 f) Explain the characteristics of friend functions with suitable examples.  
 g) Illustrate the differences between deep and shallow copying.  
 h) Compare static and dynamic polymorphisms with suitable example.  
 i) Explain the use of this pointer.  Can a static function use this pointer? Justify your 

answer. 
 

 j) Design a template function that can swap any two objects of same type.   
 k) What is recursion? Explain with a suitable example.   
 l) Explain the use of union with suitable example.  
    
  Part-III  
  Only Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  

Q3  Discuss the different types of inheritances supported by C++ with suitable examples. (16) 
    

Q4  Describe the use of virtual and pure virtual functions with appropriate example. Justify 
their use. 

(16) 

    
Q5  Create a class “Point” having x-coordinate and y-coordinate with appropriate getters 

and setters functions. Create a class “Line” which represents a straight line connecting 
two points. Write a program that creates a Line object and print its length and slope. 

(16) 

    
Q6  Develop a program to add, subtract, multiply and divide two numbers of int type or float 

type using class template. 
(16) 
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